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SET THE SCENE
Big-day decorations
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REAL LIFE FIT
Our fit is based on the measurements
of 10,000 women and we offer sizes
for ever y body, from 0–30W.

A LUXE SENSIBILIT Y
Ar tistr y is infused into each stitch and sequin
of our dresses, at ever y price.

WE ARE EVERYTHING FOR YOUR

big day

EVERY L AST DETAIL
It's all right here: over
250,000 ready-to-ship
wedding dresses,
plus accessories, gifts,
and decor.

PL ANNING TOOLS
Our planning app makes the
process a breeze! Search for
David's Bridal in the App Store
and on Google Play.

EXCLUSIVE BRANDS
You'll only find these
names here, including
our super glam
Galina Signature line.

Discover the ways David's Bridal
can make your wedding
amazing—from your dream dress
to dancing shoes, a statement veil
to thoughtful favors.

this page:
8CWG929 dress
H1077 comb
20076035 earrings
opposite page, from left:
CONVINCE shoe
GS290019 dress in Golden
GS290018 dress in Tawny
GS290020 dress in Sand

INVITATIONS, TOO
Find wedding stationer y to match your day—and
your wedding colors—at shutterfly.com/wedding.
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EXCLUSIVE BR AND

sexy, dramatic & glamorous

confidence

WOW-WORTHY

FL AUNT YOUR FIGURE
IN GALINA SIGNATURE
the sexiest of our wedding dress collec tions.
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this page, clockwise from top left:
SWG918 dress
SWG851 dress
HBCLEA bag
TASSI shoes
SWG923 dress
opposite page:
SWG843 dress
149671EP earrings
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EXCLUSIVE BR AND

E X PA N D ED CO L L EC T I O N

glam

ALL OUT
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GALINA SIGNATURE'S
LOOKS FOR BRIDESMAIDS
AND GUESTS
shoes, accessories, and
lingerie bring the va-va-voom.

this page, clockwise from top left:
PGE0101 chemise
WBM3087 dress
TASSI shoes
opposite page, from left:
GS290019 dress in Golden
GS290018 dress in Tawny
GS290020 dress in Sand
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EXCLUSIVE BR AND

timeless, opulent & elegant

OLEG CASSINI ' S
CL ASSIC SILHOUETTES
are updated with intricate
appliqués and sumptuous
fabrics to make you feel
undeniably regal.

this page, clockwise from top left:
CWG926 dress
V839 veil
CWG889 dress
ANNIE57 shoes
CWG924 dress
opposite page:
CWG929 dress
V825 veil
20076035 earrings
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extravagance

ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME

This gown's got
moves—scan to
see it in action!
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EXCLUSIVE BR AND

romantic, bohemian & eclectic

POETIC ELEMENTS DEFINE
MELISSA SWEET GOWNS
with layered lace and 3D f lowers
combining for the dreamiest ef fec t.

this page, clockwise from top left:
MS251254 dress
V825 veil
MS251253 dress
MS251251 dress
opposite page:
MS251177 dress
HB10155 headband
V801 veil
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vintage vibes

EMBRACE ROMANCE WITH
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EXCLUSIVE BR AND

your twist

GIVE TRADITION

SHOW YOUR
PERSONALIT Y IN A
DB STUDIO DRESS
that 's clean-lined and
thoughtfully designed.
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this page, clockwise from top left:
WG4055 dress, H42349 headband, HBJULIET bag, LARSA shoes | WG4051 dress, MOXXI shoes | WG4049 dress | 650711 dress
opposite page, from left:
WG4036 dress, MOXXI shoes | WG4004DB dress, V801 veil

modern, fresh & versatile
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statement
MAKE A

FAMILY HEIRLOOMS AND
NEW TREASURES
Our accessories collection satisfies
both traditional tastes and modern
aesthetics.
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this page, clockwise from top left:
V801 veil
NW2103002 necklace
WG4004DB dress
DB198409 earrings
T1318WA headband
HBDAISY bag
opposite page:
FA216704 earrings

15
15

1

BOHO BEAUTIES
If an elevated hippie vibe is at the center of
your wedding bullseye, tr y an ef for tlessly
sof t and f low y silhouet te.

WE BURN FOR... SLEEVES
Yep, we' ve got Bridger ton
fever, too. Channel Regencyera romance in a dress with
detailed sleeves.

4
T WICE-AS-NICE ST YLES
Covered-up at the ceremony,
slinky at the reception: Gowns with
removable overskir t s or other
look-transforming features deliver
the can' t-miss combo.
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FROM US TO YOU

the love list
We can' t get enough of these
trends. Get acquainted with the six
big ideas we're loving right now.

this page, clockwise from top left:
MS251252 dress
V807L veil
SWG851 dress
F20489 dress
opposite page:
MS251209 dress
SDWG0931 jumpsuit
7187 chemise
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3

BEYOND BRIDESMAID DUT Y
Dresses so good they 're not
just for maids— especially this
one, a favorite of editors at our
Bridal Fashion Week event and
par tygoers at our of fice.

OOH L A L A LINGERIE
Hear t s will race at the
sight of our laciest
lingerie. Some are
sweet, others sex y,
and all are honeymoon
must-packs.
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COOL BRIDE ALERT!
Step out in a reception-ready
jumpsuit made for the
ef for tlessly chic bride you are.

6
17

YOU

+

BRING YOUR PERSONAL STYLE TO LIFE FROM

ideas to I do
OPTIONS ARE YOUR FRIEND
Our design and color variations let you have
your dress exac tly the way you want it. Pick
midi or long, with sleeves or without, a variety
of train lengths, and shades from traditional
white to unexpec ted black.

MADE-FOR-YOU MAGIC
Customize your gown (think: sleeves, straps, a corset back) and get a
f lawless fit with the help of our alterations ar tisans. They 're on hand in
ever y store to bring your vision to life — and tailor almost any thing else
in your closet, too!

CHOOSE WHAT SUITS YOU
Cocoa illusion fabric blends beautifully
with your skintone and is available in seven
of our most popular styles. A sk your stylist
for more details.

FOREVER & ALWAYS
Af ter the wedding, turn your
dress into keepsake with our
shipping-included cleaning and
preser vation kit.
this page, clockwise from top left:
MIDWG3861 dress
EDWINA shoes
SWG843 dress
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opposite page:
WG3861 dress
OW2100 topper
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FLIRTY FUN FOR A

big reveal
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CWG929 dress
V825 veil
H1077 comb
20076035 earrings
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MOXXI shoes
SBJAMES shoes | WG4004Db dress, V801 veil, MIAH shoes

every step

A SURPRISE WITH
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PLUSH PADDED INSOLES
are per fec t for dancing
all night.

FRANKA

VERONA

RISSA

CORINNE

EMBERLY

SBJAMES

SBBRET

MAVIS7

TASSI
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PARTY THEN PLAY
Find her the style that she'll
want to wear ever y. single. day.

this page, clockwise from top:
WG1448 flower girl dress
WG1406 flower girl dress
WG1428 flower girl dress in Dusty Blue
WG1445 flower girl dress in Dusty Blue
WG1417 flower girl dress in Ivory
opposite page:
SWG862 wedding dress
WG1452 flower girl dress

COLORFUL & CUTE
Your little ladies will fit right in
with the bridesmaids in colors
from our exclusive palette.

sweetie-pies

PETAL

BALLET

QUARTZ

WINE

APPLE

DESERT
CORAL

DUSTY
SAGE

JUNIPER

ICE BLUE

DUSTY
BLUE

STEEL
BLUE

MARINE

PLUM

IRIS

CHAMPAGNE

BLACK

DREAM DRESSES FOR

MINI-ME MATCHING
She'll love having a dress that's
a scaled-down version of yours!
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style icon

THE ORIGINAL

SHARE THE SPOTLIGHT
with the woman who taught you well.
She'll look amazing in whatever suit s
her fancy, from elegant Oleg Cassini
to trendset ting DB Studio. Here's to
all the moms and mother figures!

this page, clockwise from top left:
8CWG924 wedding dress, WGINP2067 dress | WBM2411V1 dress | D40NY22221 dress, HBG7006 bag | WBM2815 dress, FRANKA shoes
opposite page, from left:
D40NY22242 dress, SP22BR45664 bracelet, HBJULIET bag, MS251209 wedding dress
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opposite page, clockwise from top: HBVERONA38 bag, VERONA38 shoes | HBLILY bag, EDWINA shoes | FRANKA bag, HBDANI shoes

this page: HBCLEA bag, TASSI shoes, WBM3087 dress

MADE FOR

each other

FIND THE PERFECT PAIRING
with these shoe-bag combos that take
accessorizing to the nex t level.
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big impact

PICK ONE FOR EVERY WEDDING EVENT
We' ve got LWDs for your engagement
par ty, rehearsal dinner, bacheloret te
blowout, and more!
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opposite page, clockwise from top left: 9SDWG0970 dress, HBDAISY bag, EDWINA shoes | SDWG0978 dress, HBG7006 bag | SDWG1048 dress, LARSA shoes | SDWG1049 dress

this page: SDWG0935 dress, E21187 earrings, HBKAYA bag, MOXXI shoes

THE LITTLE WHITE DRESS WITH
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DRESS IT UP OR DOWN
because you don' t have to wait
to wear your new favorite thing
from DB Studio.
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THE PERFECT OUTFIT FOR

any occasion

opposite page, clockwise from top left: WBM3020 dress | D21NY22179V1 jumpsuit, HBDANI bag | D21NY22156V1 dress

this page: D39NY22270V2 dress, SP22EB1962321 earrings

EXCLUSIVE BR AND
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showstopper

HOW TO BE A

O CC A SI O N

ALL EYES ON YOU
Slip on a cur ve-skimming dress from
DB Studio or Galina Signature and
watch ever y head turn your way.

this page, clockwise from top:
WBM2897 dress
D21NY22155V1 dress
WBM3087 dress
opposite page:
D21NY22155V1 dress
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introducing
upbeat, lighthearted & spirited

WHATEVER YOU ’RE CELEBR ATING
Jules & Cleo's got looks to grace the grid.
this page, clockwise from top left:
WBM2793 dress
WBM2782 dress
WBM2781 dress
WBM3079 dress
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this page, from left: WBM2890V1 dress, 479485EP101 earrings, FRANKA shoes | WGINP2011B dress, FA216704 earrings, MIAH shoes | D24NY22021 dress, VG111901 earrings, KEYLA shoes

EXCLUSIVE BR AND

post it!

LIFE’S A PARTY SO
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real life

FROM YOUR MOOD BOARD TO

Scan for more
decorations

START YOUR
BR AINSTORMING
with a visit to
rusticweddingchic.com,
our favorite source for real
weddings and all kinds of
ideas and inspo, like these
curated decor picks.

Transform your venue into a magical space with
personal touches that will make your guests
ooh, aah, and feel right at home. Check out the
full collection at davidsbridal.com.
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BR-308 garland

D-GB01PS-W guest book

VG2012B03 ring box

34985 candles

9804 cake topper

VG21072906 flower petals
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presents?!

WHO DOESN'T LOVE

Pop the question with a bridesmaid
box of hand-picked gif t s— we' ve
got ever y thing you need in-store and
at davidsbridal.com.

ROBES TO MATCH
Star t the day of f right with
get ting-ready robes available in 12
of our exclusive bridesmaid colors.

PETAL

QUARTZ

CHIANTI

WINE

DESERT
CORAL

CINNAMON

DUSTY
SAGE

DUSTY
BLUE

JUNIPER

STEEL
BLUE

MARINE

IRIS

clockwise from top left:
FBSATROBE robe in Iris, Petal, Quartz, Dusty Blue, Desert Coral & Dusty Sage
WPD29985 robe in Dusty Sage
WPD29984 robe in Sedona
WPD29378 PJ set in Desert Coral
WPD29379 PJ set in Dusty Blue

this page: WPD29379 PJ set in Dusty Blue, FBSATROBE robe in Dusty Blue, WPD29378 PJ set in Dusty Sage, WPD29985 robe in Dusty Sage

WPD29378 PJ set in Dusty Sage
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L I N G ER I E

WE HAVE EVEN MORE TO EXPLORE

online anytime
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SCROLL, TAP,
AND CLICK!
Sneak a peek at
some of our favorite
online exclusives from
davidsbridal.com.
above, from left:
HBLEAH bag
SDWG1051 jumpsuit
OW2176 jacket

VERONA38

EDWINA

SBBRET

BRYNLEE

VERONA38

BRYNLEE

the better

THE LACIER

clockwise from top left:
5310963 bodysuit, PGE0101 chemise, 7187 chemise

celebrate
EVERY DAY

